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The Ultimate Limo
The Ultimate Limo is perfect for business or pleasure.  
It comes replete with all the fits and finishes that  
Ultimate Toys vehicles are known for. You’ll think you’re 
on a private jet as you travel in ultimate style.



•Seats up to 10

•4 Captain Chairs

•High-end Tech &  
  Audio

•Spacious Luggage  
  Area

•Elegant Lighted  
  Bar

•Two 43” 4K UHD  
  Smart TVs

• ”J” Lounge Seating

•WiFi (Wireless  
  Internet)

•Privacy Partition

•Power Footrests

  & Much More!

Key Features



Privacy Partition w/  
Power Window 

Power Leg Lifts Elegant Lighted BarDriver/Passenger Deluxe 
Seating Recover

Captain’s Chairs w/ 
Hand Sewn Leather

Composite Wood-Grain  
Flooring

Spacious Luggage Area6 9
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Lighted Grab Handles

“J” Lounge Seating Area
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One-of-a-Kind Floor Plan

The Ultimate Limo’s floor plan is available exclusively through Ultimate Toys.

Here are just a few of the exclusive features that set the Ultimate Limo in a class of it’s own.



“J” Lounge Seating Area 
& Elegant Lighted Bar 
You’ll feel like a true VIP while in the Ultimate  
Limo’s ultra-comfortable “J” lounge seating area. 
It’s the perfect place to share great stories with 
great friends. Relax, sip a drink from the elegant 
lighted bar and enjoy special moments with those 
who matter the most.



Perfect for Business or Pleasure
The Ultimate Limo was designed with your comfort in mind. The beautifully-tailored interior includes  
handcrafted woodwork, demonstrating why we’re known as the “Best-in-Class.” Enjoy your favorite drink 
from the elegant lighted bar and relax in one of four captain chairs or the “J” lounge seating area. You can 
surf the web using wireless internet, or enjoy your favorite TV shows, movies, sports or video games on the 
two 43” HD TVs. There is even a privacy partition for those times you need to conduct business or simply 
want to enjoy peace and quiet while traveling.



Get in touch.
Our helpful sales staff is here to 
help. Call us today.

Live Your Best Life. 
Whether you’re looking to snuggle with your 
grandkids, make a splash at the beach or share 
an evening of laughs with your best friends, 
each Ultimate Toys vehicle is designed with 
your comfort in mind. So sit back, relax and 
enjoy life’s special moments. We’ll take care of 
getting you there.



8 distinct models, thousands of uses. Ultimate Toys Luxury Vans and Towables are the pinnacle of style, luxury,  
versatility, and utility. Come see why, above all others, we are considered "Best-in-Class."

Live your best life.

Luxury Vans

Ultimate Cruiser 144Ultimate Limo

Ultimate Coach

Ultimate RV

Ultimate Traveler Ultimate Rover

“Woody”

“Classic”

Towables
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FREE Nationwide delivery. Up to 20 years financing available.


